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Department of Natural Resources,
15 Ashburton Place, Boston 8, November 26, 1956.

I am submitting herewith six reports by the Department of
Natural Resources in accordance with chapter 85, Resolves of 1956:
(1) relative to the subject matter of current Senate Document No.
170, concerning the Harold Parker State Forest; (2) relative to the
subject matter of current House Document No. 787, concerning
the providing of a state park in the third district of Plymouth
County; (3) relative to the subject matter of current house docu-
ment No. 1046, concerning the acquisition of Fillings Pond in the
town of Lynnfield; (4) relative to the subject matter of current
House Document No. 1275, concerning the acquisition and con-
struction of recreation areas in the vicinity of Buttery Brook in
the town of South Hadley; (5) relative to the subject matter of
current House Document No. 1829, concerning the creating of the
Cat Rock State Reservation in the towns of Lincoln and Weston
and the city of Waltham; (6) relative to the subject matter of
current House Document No. 2744, concerning the providing of a
state park in the “Smith Pond Area” in the city of Leominster.
All have plans accompanying the report.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN.

Cf)e Commontoealtf) of

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To the Great and General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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Cfje CommontoealtJ) of

This report is made in compliance with chapter 85, Resolves of
1956, directing the Department of Natural Resources to make an
investigation and study of the subject matter of current Senate
Document No. 170.

Senate Document No. 170 authorizes the Department of Natural
Resources to construct and maintain a swimming pool, wading
pool, bathhouse and locker rooms in the Harold Parker Forest in
Essex County.

We have made the study as directed and have incorporated in this
report a map entitled “Harold Parker State Forest, Andover,
Massachusetts, Layout Plan for Development of Recreational
Facilities”, prepared by Bureau of Recreation, dated September 28,
1956.

One of the most important planning principles we have applied
into the planning of our state parks and forests is the segregation
of land-uses that have conflicting aspects both from the standpoint
of the public’s comfort and the maintenance of natural conditions —•

from a topographical as well as a vegetation standpoint.
For this reason, we recommend that all recreational activities

within the Harold Parker State Forest be planned within, and be
confined to, the area lying between Llaverhill Street and the state
highway, Route 125, and that, for the time being, all other land
within the forest be returned to forestry and such wildlife develop-
nent as may be suggested and desired due to the existence of the
ponds therein.

We were heretofore influenced to develop the Stearns Pond area
instead of the area we now recommend for recreational develop-
ment because the latter area was held by the Fish and Game
Division for its own purposes, although we recognized that the area

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON HAROLD PARKER STATE FOREST.
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was superior for recreational development because of better streams,
a greater variety of upland, and generally more attractive tree
growth and topography. However, the priority of the Fish and
Game projects left us no choice but to develop the area east of
Haverhill Street.

However, land-use planning is, if anything, dynamic and takes
due notice of all aspects of changes, of growth and experience
gained in this case the availability of the better area suggests a
change in its use, now made possible because of its abandonment,
by the Fish and Game Division.

The basic principle of our recommendations is to provide the
maximum variety of segregated recreational use.

Overnight Camping.

We propose that the area known as Lorraine Park, extending
across Skugg River to the shore of Field Pond be limited to over-
night camping, and that the present dangerous entrance into Lor-
raine Park from Haverhill Street be eliminated and a single entrance
be made further north on Haverhill Street. A contact station is to
be located at that entrance, and an entrance road will pass over the
Frye Brook dam to meet the present circuit road which crosses the
Skugg River to form another circuit road and give access to an ad-
ditional fifty camp sites on the east side of Field Pond, where a
beach is indicated. In these camping areas there are six comfort
stations evenly distributed as to walking distance. It is hoped that
the repairs to the Frye Brook dam will improve the conditions of
Frye Pond by stabilizing its water level, and then Frye Pond could
be made a suitable bathing pond to be used by the campers of the
eastern end of Lorraine Park.

There is a great need for selective cutting within Lorraine Park,
east of Skugg River. Within the park stands a group of tall pines
suggesting a “Cathedral of the Pines” area, which should be set
aside, so to speak, and not invaded by camp sites. A

A day-use picnicking and bathing area is to be located north of
Mill Street with an extension south of Mill Street. Since the large
area north of Mill Street has a single control entrance road and a

Day-Use Recreation.
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contact station, it is suggested that the extension area south of
Mill Street be considered an overflow area, to be used when the
demand calls for it.

The day-use area north of Mill Street will have six parking areas
each serving a land unit suitable for picnicking, each of the units to
be separated by some unused buffer area. There will be seven com-
fort stations conveniently located, and there is a proposed shelter
overlooking the lake. A beach can be located on the east side of
Bracket Pond with a proposed bathhouse.

North of the picnic area is a large tract of undisturbed land sur-
rounding a proposed pool which for the present would serve pri-
marily as a storage reservoir for the lower Bracket Pond.

The single control entrance road terminates in a parking area and
continues as a service road connecting with MillStreet. The general
public is stopped from exit here by a gate, but this road may be
used as a public exit if heavy traffic should call for its use as an

a great variety in topography
several attractive outlook points,
shore and the water supply is
the proposed reservoir just up-
best streams in this locality are

The terrain within this area has
it is stony and ledgy and there are
Bracket Pond has an interesting
satisfactory. The construction of
stream is most desirable, since the
apt to be low in flowage during July and August. I would like to
see the construction of a dam and reservoir as part of the proposed
development of the area.

The foregoing layout of the overnight camping and day-use picnic
areas would be enhanced by two important proposed land acquisi-
tions. One is along the south shore of Field Pond, where the state
line runs very close to the pond, the other is west of the pond be-
tween the pond and Mill Street. This is a most conservative ap-
praisal of land acquisition need.

I would recommend that serious study be given to the possibility
of securing land on both sides of Skugg River and Frye Brook.

These areas are mostly unoccupied, and while largely swampy,
contain some very attractive hills. While most of this land might
not be suitable for active recreation, it would prove to be a back-
ground and setting for our recreational areas as well as provide pro-

exit.

Land Acquisition
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tection from intrusion, the need for which becomes more obvious as
land near our areas becomes more and more heavily settled, not
always without harm or deterioration to our areas.

The proposed land acquisition includes an enormous gravel pit.
It seems to me that the reclaiming of such wasted areas, even over a
long period and with the help of nature, is as much an act of con-
servation as future improvement of the park itself and its sur-
roundings.

In order to carry out the development recommended in this re>
port we suggest the enactment of implementing legislation as show*
in Appendix A.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resources.

*
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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES RELATIVE TO PROVIDING FOR A STATE
PARK IN THE THIRD DISTRICT OF PLYMOUTH
COUNTY.

Chapter 85 of the Resolves of 1956 authorized and directed the
Department of Natural Resources to study and investigate the
subject matter of current house document No. 787 relative to pro-
viding for a state park in the third district of Plymouth county.

As directed by said resolve, taking into consideration said Plouse
Document, a study has been made of the Third District of Plymouth
County for an area suitable for such a park.

The area which appears most suitable for such a multiple use by
the public, and which would be of state-wide interest and benefit if
it were developed as a state park, lies largely within the town of
Norwell, and is shown on plan accompanying this report entitled
“Proposed Bound Brook State Park, Norwell and Scituate, Mass.,”
prepared by Bureau of Recreation.

The area comprises approximately 930 acres of land which should
be acquired and developed as well as preserved for the benefit of
the public. We believe it should be regarded foremost as a reserva-
tion, the primary object of which would be the preservation and
protection of certain types of our native vegetation. Here this
vegetation is the result of a most unusual geological formation
covering the post glacial epoch establishing five drumlin hills left
by the great ice cap. These drum hills are interspersed with and
separated by a “kettle hole” lake and various swamps. Within
these swamps the typical native vegetation is present in generous
quantities and great variety, but its ecology could and should be
completed and enlarged if this area is to be developed as a state
park.

In recommending the establishment of this proposed state park,
I wish to point out that in all our parks and forests we have few
areas set aside for what might be called “arboretum” purposes,
luse the word “arboretum” advisedly for lack of one that expresses a
more multiple plant preservation use, although the word arboretum
suggests trees and shrubs, while the vegetation referred to in this
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case includes to a major extent the wild flowers typical to a swampy
area.

The Arnold Arboretum, of national fame and visited by large
crowds all through the year, is best known for its cultivated trees
and shrubs in unprecedented variety, but I know of no “reserva-
tion” in this Commonwealth where the emphasis for care, education
and enjoyment is centered primarily on “native vegetation” from
the lowest ground cover to the tallest tree all of them in a native
habitat. Nevertheless, it is a recognized fact that our wild flowers
just as our wildlife represent some of our valuable natural re-
sources and have never been so much in need of protection and
preservation as they are today during this unprecedented period
of construction and land settlement for wide-use purposes. Public
ownership will keep this area safe from destruction and despolia-
tion.

In addition to the “preservation aspect” I wish to call attention
to the valuable educational possibilities offered within such a reser-
vation. The establishment of “nature trails,” along which educa-
tional tours are conducted by qualified leaders, are most popular in
our national parks. Such educational opportunities should be
available within our reservations.

Further, the lay of the land of the Bound Brook Park area is
such that it offers the multiple use of typical, active outdoor recrea-
tion, as well as the more passive enjoyment of a typical landscape
reservation, accessible by many foot trails with seats and shelters
from which the pictorial beauty and botanical interest may be
enjoyed.

Active recreation would be represented by the building of a typi-
cal picnic area (on a location shown on the map that is part of this
report). The area is such that a picnic area with its usual adjuncts
for parking and sanitation could be constructed at the average low
cost and without intrusion into the “preservation” aspects of the
rest of the park. -

In addition to the above-evaluated features of the area, attention
should be called to its historical significance. The area shows the
typical human transition from early settlement to cellar holes, as
well as the vegetation tradition as indicated by survival or conquest
of tree and plant species. An interesting feature is the remnant of a
collection of herbs found around the cellar holes, herbs which for
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medicinal and cooking purposes played an important part in the
lives of the early settlers. While there are some names connected
with these early settlements, it is assumed that they have only
local historical significance.

For the foregoing reasons, we recommend that authority be given
to the Department of Natural Resources, through the Commis-
sioner, to acquire the land shown on the said plan for the Bound
Brook State Park, and offer suggested legislation to accomplish the
establishment of said park in Appendix B hereof.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resources.
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This report is made in compliance with chapter 85, Resolves of
1956, directing the Department of Natural Resources to investigate
and study the subject matter of current House Document No. 1046
relative to the acquisition of Fillings Pond in Lynnfield by the said*
Department, and upon its acquisition, giving the Division of Fish-
eries and Game supervision over the pond with the obligation to
stock the said pond with suitable fish for fishing purposes.

Fillings Pond is an attractive pond with a flowed area of seventy
acres or more, and is almost entirely surrounded by private homes
except on the northwest side where there is a pleasant tract of un-
developed woodland between Summer Street and the northwest end
of the pond. That area is unoccupied by buildings and would lend
itself admirably to development as a town park.

However, House Document No. 1046 proposes acquisition of the
pond by the Department and its supervision and stocking by the
Division of Fisheries and Game.

The pond appears from the flowed area to be a great pond, and
if so, the public has rights therein without any taking or other ac-
quisition by the Commonwealth, and the said division may cause
the pond, subject to certain exceptions, to be stocked, and all per-
sons are allowed reasonable means of access to the pond for fishing.

If Fillings Pond is a great pond, the need of the public is a reason-
able access by foot or automobile, together with a parking area for
the boats and cars of fishermen so located that it will not impose
any undue hardship on private property owners.

The undeveloped area lying on the northwest side of the pond
would appear to furnish the most suitable place for such an access
road and parking area, as indicated on the accompanying plan en-
titled “Fillings Pond Recreation Area, Lynnfield, Mass., ProposeP
Development Plan, Nov. 1956”, which designates alternate routes
for the access road.

We do not recommend that the Department of Natural Resources
acquire the pond or land for access road or parking area. Before
any definite action is taken on the aforesaid bill, we believe it pru-

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON FILLINGS POND, LYNNFIELD.
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dent, and so recommend, that the Department of Public Works of
the Commonwealth should be requested to make a survey of the
pond to determine its natural size. If it is determined that Fillings
Pond is not a great pond, agreements may be drawn between the
owner or owners and the Division of Fisheries and Game to manage
the pond.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resources.
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This report is made in compliance with chapter 85, Resolves of
1956, directing the Department of Natural Resources to investigate
and study the subject matter of current House Document No. 1275,
relative to the acquisition of land by the Department, and the
construction and maintenance of recreation areas in the vicinity of
Buttery Brook in the town of South Hadley.

We have examined the so-called Buttery Brook Reservation in
South Hadley. This is an area comprising some twenty acres, in-
cluding two artificial ponds (now practically empty) two semi-
mature pine plantations and some open land.

This area was previously the drinking water reservoir and its
watershed for the town of Hadley. It was abandoned as such
when the town started buying its water from the M. D. C. Quabbin
Reservoir supply. The upper pond is rather small and was the
filtering point; the lower pond comprises about six acres.

A most interesting feature in connection with this area was a
planting program which took place twenty-five years ago during
which the school children of the town contributed one penny each
for the planting of two pine plantations on the shores of the lakes.
These plantations now constitute one of the outstanding features of
the area, and they could be made, by means of selective cutting,
into attractive picnic areas.

There is a good potential family beach at a spot where a bath-
house and bathing activities would not conflict with the picnicking.
The rather unusual reason for the presence of the pine groves as the
result of the civic-minded activity mentioned above seems to add
significance to the public function and benefit of this area, if de-
veloped for recreational use.

The fact that this area is practically in the center of a large popu-
lation would make it most useful, especially since swimming facili-
ties are almost non-existent in that vicinity.

A most impressive factor concerning this area is its complete iso-
lation, visually, from the very much built-up surroundings. The
view from the lower dam site is most impressive as a setting and

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON BUTTERY BROOK, SOUTH HADLEY.
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background for a large body of water. In order to prevent an open
parking space from cutting into the tree grove it seems quite de-
sirable to acquire some of the adjoining open pasture for parking use.

A survey should precede the undertaking of a recreation develop-
ment, and it would also be desirable to establish a weir along the
stream during the month of August in order to record its capacity
during the dry season and see whether the volume will meet the
requirements of the Public Health Department.

Accompanying this report is a sketch entitled “Buttery Brook
Reservoir Area, South Hadley, Massachusetts, Proposed Recrea-
tional Development, November, 1956,” made without benefit of
survey, showing in general the area and possible future develop-
ment.

As usual, there is considerable pressure for the development, by
private interests, of this attractive land for housing, and undoubt-
edly some neighborhood business. To save, within this growing
town, an attractive bit of landscape and provide, while doing so,
well directed supervised outdoor recreation, seems more important
than to allow a building development extension that could well take
place elsewhere.

We feel, however, that this is an area more suitable as a town
recreation park than for state park use, for which it has neither the
acreage nor the isolation characteristics associated with state and
national parks.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resourc
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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON PROPOSED CAT ROCK STATE RES-
ERVATION IN LINCOLN, WESTON, WALTHAM.

This report is made in compliance with chapter 85, Resolves of
1956, directing the Department of Natural Resources to study and
investigate the subject matter of current House Document No.
1829, relative to creating the Cat Rock State Reservation in the
towns of Weston and Lincoln and the city of Waltham.

The area referred to is adjacent to the Cambridge Reservoir on
one of the highest points of elevation between Boston and Mount
Wachusett. It consists of woodland and small portions of farmland
surrounded by heavily settled communities; it offers all the aspects
of wilderness-like open spaces which, by its topography, is more
suitable for public park purposes than for housing or industrial
development.

The existence of these open spaces in the vicinity of large urban
population centers adds greatly to its value as a park in which rid-
ing, hiking and picnicking facilities could be provided. It would
also provide an excellent opportunity for the establishment of a
public golf links.

After careful investigation and study, we recommend the ac-
quisition and development of an area containing approximately
660 acres lying within the line marked “Approximate Line of Ac-
quisition,” as shown on a plan accompanying this report, entitled
“Plan Showing Proposed Cat Rock State Reservation, Weston-
Waltham-Lincoln,” dated November 30, 1956.

The easterly line of acquisition, as shown on the plan, was estab-
lished so that it might include Hobbs Brook and the immediately
adjacent land.

The proposed road indicated on the plan, with a short extension
to Route 117, would enable motorists proceeding in an easterly
direction along Route 117 to enter Route 128 at an existing inter-
change on Winter Street in Waltham.

A portion of the section indicated on the plan as “Existing Weston
Recreation Area” is now being used for recreation purposes, and
we have been informed that the town of Weston is interested in





rHE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACI
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCE

DIVISION OF FORESTS AND PARKS

plan showing proposed

CAT ROCK STATE RESERVATION
WESTON - WALTHAM-LINCOLN

PREPARED BY BUREAU OF RECREATION

WALTHAM 296 ACRES
WESTON 301
LINCOLN 63

TOTAL • 660 ACRES
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acquiring additional land in that vicinity for the development of a
recreation area. If, for some reason, the town of Weston is not
successful in obtaining sufficient funds for the purchase of this land,
we would recommend its acquisition by the Commonwealth.

We recommend for your consideration the proposed legislation
concerning this report, shown as “Appendix C” hereof, and recom-
mend an appropriation of $350,000, which is deemed necessary for
the acquisition of land and the initial development of the area.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resources.
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Tins report is made in compliance with chapter 85, Resolves of
1956, directing the Department of Natural Resources to study and

investigate the subject matter of current House Document No. .

2744, relative to providing for a state park in the “Smith Pond
Area” in the city of Leominster.

The so-called “Smith Pond Area” in Leominster is an area on
the outskirts of the city, of rolling topography partly covered by
an old orchard, some mixed tree growth and some open pasture land.

“Smith Stream” runs approximately through a central valley of
the area suggested for development which is all in private owner-
ship. At present, there is no “Smith Pond,” since the stream finds
several outlets through the abandoned dam.

The “Proposed Development Plan,” on the accompanying map
entitled “Smith Pond Recreation Area, Leominster, Mass., No-
vember, 1956,” shows an entrance road from Granite Street to a
parking area that would serve a possible picnic area. The road is
then continued to a terminal parking area that would serve a pro-
posed beach and give access to a combination bathhouse and com-
fort station.

This plan shows the possible land-use development adaptable to
the topography, and meeting the typical strategic standard we
apply in the development of our state parks and forests.

There is, however, a very important and disturbing factor in this
situation. We have been led to believe by what appears to be a
reliable source that Smith Stream is dry during the months of July
and August, and that even the rebuilding of the dam would not
provide a pond that would meet the water-flowage requirements es-
tablished by the State Department of Public Health. 4

Bathing is the most important feature in most of our recreational
areas, and this area, without bathing facilities, does not offer suf-
ficient alternate attractions to warrant the cost of its development
and its maintenance.

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES ON SMITH POND, LEOMINSTER.
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.

4

Therefore, unless some ways and means can be found whereby an
adequate water supply supplemental to the stream flow ■— can
be supplied, we feel that we cannot recommend the development of
this area as a state park.

ARTHUR T. LYMAN,
Commissioner of Natural Resources.
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An Act authorizing the development of bathing, camping

AND PICNIC AREAS AND FACILITIES RELATING THERETO IN THE
HAROLD PARKER STATE FOREST AND THE ACQUISITION OF CER-
TAIN PARCELS OF LAND ADJACENT TO THE STATE-OWNED LAND.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The commissioner of natural resources is author-
-2 ized and directed to lay out, develop, construct, operate and
3 maintain in that part of the Harold Parker State Forest lying
4 between Haverhill Street and Route 125, bathing, picnicking
5 and camping facilities, together with such beaches, dams, en-
-6 trances and access roads and other facilities related thereto as
7 are deemed necessary for such recreation development.

1 Section 2. The commissioner of natural resources, acting in
2 behalf of the commonwealth, may take by eminent domain,
3 under the provisions of chapter seventy-nine of the General
4 Laws, or may acquire by gift or purchase certain parcels of land
5 abutting the Harold Parker State Forest and adjacent to the
6 areas to be developed for recreation as shown on plan entitled
7 “Harold Parker State Forest, Andover, Massachusetts, Layout
8 Plans for Development of Recreational Facilities Dated
9 September 28, 1956, Plan No. H. Par. 1 of 1” prepared hyf

10 Bureau of Recreation.

1 Section 3. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
2 this act, the commissioner may expend one million dollars or
3 such other sums as may be appropriated therefor.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.
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An Act providing for the acquisition and development as a
STATE PARK OF CERTAIN LAND IN THE THIRD DISTRICT OF PLY-
MOUTH COUNTY, LYING IN THE TOWNS OF NORWELL AND SCITUATE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The commissioner of natural resources acting in
2 behalf of the commonwealth, may take by eminent domain,
3 under the provisions of chapter seventy-nine of the General
4 Laws, or may acquire by gift, purchase or otherwise, a certain
5 parcel of land lying partly in the town of Norwell and partly
6 in the town of Scituate, as follows:
7 Being a certain parcel of land, shown on plan prepared by
8 bureau of recreation, department of natural resources, dated
9 November 29, 1956, entitled “Proposed Bound Brook State

10 Park, Norwell and Scituate, Mass.,” beginning at the junction
11 of Clapp road in Norwell and the northeasterly boundary of
12 certain privately owned land and bounded on the north by the
13 southerly sideline of Clapp road; on the east by the boundaries
14 of certain parcels of privately owned land and the westerly
15 sideline of Summer street; on the southeast by the northerly
16 sideline of Mount Blue street and the boundaries of certain
17 privately owned parcels of land excepting therefrom all said
18 private parcels. Being approximately triangular in shape and
19 comprising about nine hundred and four acres more or less.
20 All of which is shown on said plan.

1 Section 2. The department of natural resources is authorized
2 and directed to establish thereon the Bound Brook State Park,
3 and to develop, construct, operate and maintain therein access

Appendix B.
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roads, fences, picnic areas, shelters, bathing facilities,
house, sanitary facilities and other recreation facilities.

bath'4
o

Section 3. For the purposes of the acquisition and
velopment of the Bound Brook State Park, there may
pended such sums as may be appropriated therefor.

the de'1
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An Act authorizing the commissioner of natural resources
TO ACQUIRE CERTAIN LAND IN THE TOWNS OF WESTON AND LIN-
COLN AND THE CITY OF WALTHAM AND ESTABLISH A STATE PARK
THEREON.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the aidhority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The commissioner of natural resources, acting in
2 behalf of the commonwealth, may acquire by gift or purchase,
3 or may take by eminent domain, under the provisions of chapter
4 seventy-nine of the General Laws, certain lands adjacent to each
5 other in the towns of Weston and Lincoln and the city of Wal-
-6 tham, comprising approximately six hundred and sixty-two acres,
7 of which sixty-three acres are in the town of Lincoln, three hun-
-8 dred and two are in the town of Weston, and two hundred and
9 ninety-seven are in the city of Waltham, all figures being ap-

-10 proximate, for the purpose of establishing thereon a state park
11 to be called Cat Rock State Reservation; lying within the
12 perimeter described hereinafter but not necessarily bounded
13 thereby: —Old County road and Winter road in the city of
14 Waltham and town of Lincoln; Conant road in the towns of
15 Weston and Lincoln; North avenue and the Weston Recreation
16 Area in the town of Weston, and West street in the city of
17 Waltham, as shown on a plan entitled “Plan Showing Proposed
18 Cat Rock State Reservation, Weston, Waltham, Lincoln, Nov.
19 30, 1956”, prepared by the bureau of recreation.

1 Section 2. For the purposes of this act, the department of
2 natural resources may expend a sum not exceeding three hun-
-3 dred and fifty thousand dollars, or such sums as may be ap-
-4 propriated therefor.
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